Spatial mapping of protein abundances in the mouse brain by voxelation integrated with high-throughput liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry O-isotopically labeled reference sample, derived from a whole control coronal slice from another mouse, was spiked into each voxel sample, and stable isotopic intensity ratios were used to obtain measures of relative protein abundances. In total, we generated maps of protein abundance patterns for 1028 proteins. The significant agreement of the protein distributions with previously reported data supports the validity of this methodology, which opens new opportunities for studying the spatial brain proteome and its dynamics during the course of disease progression and other important biological and associated health aspects in a discovery-driven fashion.
[Supplemental material is available online at www.genome.org.]
The post-genome sequencing era has brought a new discoverydriven paradigm to life sciences, enabled by technological advances that allow for high-throughput data collection and analysis. Such high-throughput technologies have been widely applied to diverse areas of biological research including one of the most challenging areas-neuroscience (Boguski and Jones 2004) , the study of the human nervous system, the brain, and the biological basis of consciousness, perception, memory, and learning. A key challenge in neuroscience derives from the molecular complexity of the brain; reportedly, about one-third of the mammalian genome is exclusively dedicated to brain function (Bantle and Hahn 1976; Chikaraishi 1979) . Developing an understanding of how the brain functions is further challenged by the complicated 3D structure and anatomy of the brain.
Several on-going projects are responding to these challenges. For example, the National Institutes of Health (NIH) launched the Brain Molecular Anatomy Project to develop an understanding of gene expression and function in the nervous system. Additionally, a few independent efforts are targeted to the comprehensive characterization of spatial gene expression in the mouse brain. The Allen Brain Atlas project is aimed at characterizing the spatial expression of all mRNAs in detail by using an automated high-throughput platform for in situ hybridization (http://www.brainatlas.org). The GENSAT (Gene Expression Nervous System Atlas) (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/ gensat/) project is creating a gene expression atlas of the mouse central nervous system using transgenic mice in which coding sequences of individual genes have been replaced with enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP) (Gong et al. 2003) . Despite higher levels of automation, comprehensive discovery-based analyses of multiple mouse brain models that represent different disease states and their progression remain a daunting task.
Undoubtedly, detailed spatial mapping of protein levels in the brain would allow better understanding of biological processes. Although the application of new proteomic technologies has greatly extended the set of proteins known to exist in the brain (Fountoulakis 2004; Wang et al. 2006) , few insights as to localization have been provided. To date, reported proteomic imaging of the mouse brain has been based on high-throughput MALDI-TOF (Reyzer and Caprioli 2005 ) mass spectrometry (MS). The great value of this approach has been demonstrated for a number of important subjects such as diagnosis and prognosis of cancer development and studying of brain pathologies (Caprioli 2005; Reyzer and Caprioli 2005; Rohner et al. 2005) . In spite of good spatial resolution, this approach provides only limited protein identifications; typically 200-400 distinct mass signals are observed, which presumably correspond to proteins in the low to middle molecular weight range. Identification of such mass signals represents a non-trivial laborious task.
Conceptually, liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS) based proteomics can be applied for comprehensive proteome imaging of the brain by high-throughput analyses of tissue samples isolated from different brain areas using techniques such as voxelation (Liu and Smith 2003; Singh and Smith 2003) ; however, such spatial imaging efforts have not been realized due to a number of challenges such as high number of samples, small sample sizes, robust quantitation approaches, and throughput of LC-MS analyses. Herein, we report a novel methodology for spatial mapping of the relative protein abundance patterns in the mouse brain with comprehensive proteome coverage employing a stable isotope labeled "universal" reference sample approach for accurate quantitation and automated microscale sample processing procedure integrated with voxelation and automated high-throughput LC-MS. Voxelation has been previously coupled with microarray analysis to spatially map brain gene expression patterns in both a mouse model of Parkinson's disease (Brown et al. 2002b ) and a post-mortem human brain tissue to study the effects of Alzheimer's disease (Brown et al. 2002a) . To address the challenge of accurate quantitation across a large number of biological samples, we designed a strategy of spiking a stable isotope labeled reference sample to each voxel sample.
In the present study, we demonstrated the quantitative mapping of the relative protein abundances by analyzing a coronal section of normal mouse brain that consisted of 71 voxels at the striatum level (bregma = 0 mm). The use of voxelation followed by automated microscale sample preparation and capillary liquid chromatography-Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (LC-FTICR) mass spectrometry resulted in quantitative images of abundance patterns for >1000 proteins. Proteins were identified by using the accurate mass and time (AMT) tag strategy in which accurate masses and elution times of tryptic peptides measured by LC-FTICR were matched to an AMT tag reference database (i.e., a "look-up" table) that contained peptides confidently identified from separate LC-MS/MS analyses (Qian et al. 2004; Qian et al. 2005b; Zimmer et al. 2006 O-labeled reference sample derived by tryptic digestion of proteins from an entire control coronal slice.
To validate the data, we compared the protein abundance images with existing data that included immunohistochemical markers (e.g., DARPP-32, MBP, and CaMKIIa), as well as with two extensive databases of mRNA abundance distributions: Allen Brain Atlas (http://www.brainatlas.org) and GENSAT (http:// www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/gensat/). Good agreement was observed with the latter databases, which lends further support to the presented methodology. The resulting protein abundance patterns included examples of proteins with previously uncharacterized distributions in the mouse brain in addition to proteins with known distributions.
The present study represents a step toward characterization of spatial abundance patterns of the brain proteome and provides the methodological basis for future studies that are extended in scope to include coverage of major protein modification states and the use of faster separations Tang et al. 2005 ) that provide the throughput levels needed to study a number of neurodegenerative disease mouse models. This study also successfully demonstrated a methodology based on stable isotope labeling that allows accurate quantitation across 71 biological samples, which should have broad applications in the area of biomarker discovery and clinical proteomics that require quantitative analysis of relative changes between many clinical samples.
Results

Overview of the methodology
We developed an integrated methodology for spatial proteome mapping of the mouse brain that includes tissue voxelation, automated microscale sample processing, the use of an
18
O-labeled reference sample, high-throughput LC-FTICR analysis, and the AMT tag strategy for peptide identification and quantitation (Qian et al. 2004; Qian et al. 2005b; Zimmer et al. 2006 ). An extensive mouse brain peptide/protein database was developed from an earlier global characterization of the mouse brain proteome that resulted in confident identification of 7792 different proteins from >48,000 unique peptides , which was based on LC-MS/MS analyses of both global tryptic and cysteinyl-peptide enriched fractions. In this work, only peptides identified from the global tryptic fraction were included in the reference database used to identify peptides/proteins in the present high-throughput LC-FTICR analyses of voxel samples. The reference database contains the calculated exact monoisotopic mass and observed normalized elution time (NET) for ∼38,000 confidently identified peptides (i.e., AMT tags). To create a 2D map of relative protein abundances across a bregma = 0 mm coronal slice of a control C57BL/6J mouse, we voxelated the tissue slice into 1-mm 3 cubes (Liu and Smith 2003) followed by automated sample processing (ultrasonic homogenization, protein denaturation, reduction of disulfide bonds, and digestion with trypsin; Fig. 1A ).
To date, the isotopic labeling strategy was applied mainly for pairwise sample comparison. To have a quantitative comparison of the observed proteins across multiple different voxels, we used a "universal" stable isotope reference sample. This labeled reference sample was prepared from a whole coronal section of another normal mouse brain by tryptic digestion and 18 O-labeling via post-digestion trypsin-catalyzed oxygen exchange Qian et al. 2005b) (Fig. 1B) . Equal amounts of peptide sample from the individual voxels were mixed with identical amounts of the 18 Olabeled reference sample prior to analysis by LC-FTICR. Peptides were confidently identified by matching detected mass and elution time features against the AMT tag database (Fig. 1C) Tables 1, 2 , and 3). However, not all 1028 proteins were detected in all 71 voxels, which is expected for a number of reasons including the limited dynamic range of detection and the fact that some proteins may naturally have expression limited to only certain areas of the brain. Noticeably, nearly half of the identified proteins were detected in >65 out of 71 voxels (Supplemental Fig. 1 ). On average we identified ∼600-700 proteins for a given voxel (Supplemental Fig. 2 ) and no single voxel exhibited the entire set of 1028 proteins. We did not observe any apparent bias in the number of protein identifications per voxel toward any brain structure or part of the brain (Supplemental Fig. 3 ). Also as expected, the overlap between the voxels in protein identifications is quite high and is typically 80%-90% (Supplemental Figs. 4, 5) .
Isotopic ratio-based quantitative data were obtained for 838 proteins that had at least one peptide detected as an isotopically labeled pair. The relative peptide abundances in different voxels were assessed based on the The labeled reference sample allowed for isotopic pairing of most of the detected tryptic peptides to provide precise quantitation. Additionally, the LC-MS peak intensities of natural 16 O peptides from all of the 1028 proteins were used to assess relative protein abundances across the voxels. As a result, 190 of the 1028 proteins were identified and quantified solely by 16 O peptides, presumably because the 18 O-labeled members of these peptides were below the detection limit. Our results showed that both quantitation approaches provide relatively good accuracy; however, the isotopic ratio-based approach is overall more precise than the label-free approach, as shown by the mean CV values of 7% and 15%, respectively (Supplemental Fig. 6 ). The observed agreement between the two types of independently derived isotopic ratio-and direct intensity-based patterns provided an additional level of confidence for the determined protein abundance distributions.
The confidence of peptide and protein identifications
To assess the percentage of false-positive identifications obtained with the AMT tag approach, i.e., the false discovery rate (FDR), we introduced a strategy analogous to the reversed sequence database approach used for LC-MS/MS identification of peptides (Peng et al. 2003; Qian et al. 2005a ). We made a random AMT tag database of the same size as the normal database by shifting the masses of all peptides by 11 Da. In this case 11 Da was chosen as a randomly selected integer value which differs from any known common post-translational modification. Indeed the number of matches does not vary significantly as long as the mass shift value stays an integer (Supplemental Fig. 7 ). Features detected in all LC-FTICR datasets were matched against a merged normal and shifted database. We assumed that all matches to the shifted part of the merged database are false and should be at approximately the same level as false matches to the normal part. Indeed, the distribution of matches to the shifted part closely approximated the distribution of random false matches to the normal part ( Fig. 2A) . Thus, we used the ratio of the number of matches to the shifted part to the number of matches to the normal part as an estimate of FDR of our peptide and protein identifications ( Fig.  2B ; Table 1 ).
We attribute the observed significant difference in the FDR for paired and unpaired features to the fact that the majority of peptides were observed as paired species, which provides excellent confidence that the features were indeed peptides and specific to the samples, whereas unpaired features could include contaminants and non-peptidic species (e.g., metabolites). This finding highlights an additional benefit beyond robust quantitation that is afforded by spiking an isotopically labeled reference sample; that is, peptide pair detection provides increased confidence in identifications.
Patterns of protein abundances and their classification
We expected the majority of protein abundance patterns in the mouse brain to be bilaterally symmetrical due to the high degree of bilateral symmetry observed in mouse brain structures. Indeed, the protein abundance patterns showed a high degree of correlation with their mirror transformations (Supplemental Fig. 8) . Moreover, the relationships between voxels within each of the hemispheres showed a high degree of similarity between left and right hemispheres (Supplemental Fig. 9 ), which further underlines the structural bilateral symmetry of the derived abundance patterns.
While each protein showed a characteristic abundance pattern, we nevertheless selected proteins having obvious correlation of abundance pattern with major brain structures: 29 proteins being predominantly abundant in the ventromedial area collocating with diencephalon, 59 in the cortex, 17 in the stria- tum, and 28 in the central part of the section collocating with white matter structures like corpus callosum, fornix, and anterior commissure. In addition we observed 150 proteins without any noticeable bias in abundance across the entire coronal slice, thus representing a clearly uniform pattern. Figure 3 shows selected examples of proteins expected to be abundant in particular areas of the brain based on mRNA abundances (Allen Brain Atlas project [http://www.brainatlas.org]). Syntaxin 1a (a histological molecular marker of neuronal synapses) and vesicular glutamate transporter type 1 (VGLUT1) encoded by the Stx1a and Slc17a7 genes are expected to be expressed predominantly in the cortex (Honer et al. 1997; Fremeau et al. 2004 ). Although we observed these proteins almost across the entire slice, the greatest abundance was clearly in the cortex. The ProSAAS protein and GABA-4 transporter (encoded by genes Pcsk1n and Slc6a11), involved in neuropeptide hormone processing and cleaning of the postsynaptic cleft of GABA neurotransmitter, respectively (Jursky and Nelson 1996; Feng et al. 2001) , were detected predominantly in the ventromedial area of the section collocating with diencephalon. Guanine nucleotide binding protein (G-protein) gamma 7 subunit and dopamine-and c A M P -r e g u l a t e d p h o s p h o p r o t e i n (DARPP-32) encoded by Gng7 and Ppp1r1b genes, respectively, were predominantly detected in the striatal region, which is consistent with their known expression (Foster et al. 1987; Schwindinger et al. 2003) . In fact DARPP-32 is a widely used immunohistochemical marker of medium-sized striatal neurons. Myelin-basic protein (MBP) is a major component of myelin nerve ensheathment and predominantly expressed in the white matter represented by corpus callosum, fornix, and anterior commissure and located in the central part of this coronal section. The cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterase (CNP) encoded by Cnp1 is another white matter oligodendrocyte-specific protein important for maintaining axoglial integrity (Rasband et al. 2005 ) and collocalized well with myelin basic protein.
Ubiquitously expressed cytoplasmic actin (Actg1) and mitochondrial NADHubiquinone oxireductase (Ndufs3) are components of cytoskeleton and the first enzyme in oxidative phosphorylation, respectively; both proteins displayed relatively uniform patterns, as expected. We also observed proteins that displayed combinations of the above patterns, as well as other apparently unique patterns (Fig. 4A) .
Comparison of mRNA and protein abundance patterns
Our confidence in these protein abundance patterns is further reinforced by their correspondence to known patterns from the GENSAT and Allen Brain Atlas projects (Fig. 3) . Despite the significant methodological differences, we found a substantial agreement between mRNA and protein abundance patterns. That is, a signifi- Step 1 data filtering criteria are based on mass and elution time differences between observed features and matched peptides from the reference database. Table 1 ) except mass error tolerance cutoff. The number of matches combined from all 71 MS datasets. Solid circles represent matches to the normal AMT tag database. Open circles represent matches to the 11 Da shifted AMT tag database. The FDR rate after filtering (B) can be estimated as a ratio of area beneath the curve representing matches to the shifted database to the area beneath the curve representing matches to the normal database within respective mass error tolerances: ‫3.2ע‬ ppm for paired features and ‫0.2ע‬ ppm for unpaired features.
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www.genome.org on May 22, 2007 www.genome.org Downloaded from cant portion of the proteins having increased abundance in a certain region also have increased expression levels of the corresponding mRNA in that particular region relative to the rest of the coronal slice. For example, 68% of the genes encoding protein products predominantly abundant in the ventromedial area, 82% in the cortex, 100% in the striatum, and 52% in the central area also revealed relatively increased mRNA abundances in the corresponding areas (Supplemental Table 1 ). We observed less overall agreement with mRNA abundances in the central cluster area due to the striking and reproducible discrepancy among the abundance distributions of the histone mRNAs and their proteins products (genes: H1f0, Hist1h1c, Hist1h2bb, H2afx, and Hist2h3c2) (Fig. 4B) . On the other side, we observed 100% correlation of protein with mRNA abundances for all glia-specific genes abundant in the central area such as Mbp, Cnp1, Mog, Mobp, Plp1, and Gfap. Overall, the agreement observed between mRNA and protein spatial abundance patterns was significant, but somewhat surprising given the previous reports that have highlighted the disagreement of protein abundances measured by MS with mRNA expressions derived from microarray studies (Griffin et al. 2002; Washburn et al. 2003) . However, discrepancies between mRNA and protein abundance patterns are not unexpected and may be attributed to factors such as mRNA stability, differential mRNA translation efficiencies, and differential protein stability in different parts of the brain. Additional factors may be related to protein post-translational modifications (PTMs). The extent of the PTMs may affect the levels of the unmodified peptides used for protein quantitation; for example, histone proteins are likely candidates for having PTMs that vary among some types of brain tissues and cells.
Observation of previously uncharacterized genes
Of interest is the fraction of genes in our proteomic database for which spatial abundance patterns have not yet been characterized at the protein level or at the mRNA level. For example, we found the protein corresponding to the gene Atp2b2 encoding Ca 2+ transporting ATPase to be highly abundant in the cortex (Fig. 4C) . It was reported that mutation of the gene Atp2b2 causes slower growth, balance problems, and hearing loss in mice (http://www.informatics. jax.org/). Mice having homozygous mutations of the gene Pde1b encoding Ca 2+ calmodulin-dependent phosphodiesterase are reportedly hyperactive with increased exploratory behavior and learning deficits (http://www.informatics.jax. org/). This gene was found to be predominantly expressed in the striatum. Additionally, gene Ass1, encoding argininosuccinate synthetase 1, involved in production of nitric oxide by recycling citrulline (Husson et al. 2003 ; http://www.informatics.jax.org/), was found only in the ventromedial area. Another example of a protein with newly characterized distribution in the brain is Sirtuin 2 deacetylase, encoded by Sirt2 gene, a homolog of yeast Sir2 and mammalian Sirt1 genes, which regulate chromatin silencing and cellular stress response and presumably are involved in organismal life span regulation (Bordone and Guarente 2005) . This protein was found to be predominantly abundant in the central part of the coronal section.
Gene ontology and KEGG pathway analysis
Unlike microarray measurements, where an expression level value can be obtained for almost every single gene, in LC-MSbased proteomics the number of detected proteins is limited by the dynamic range of detection. Most likely, the 1028 detected proteins are among the more abundant proteins of whole brain proteome. To provide an overview of the biological processes and pathways accessed by the presented approach, we applied GO ( babelomics.bioinfo.cipf.es) classification to analyze the entire list of 1028 proteins. As expected we found a significant amount of high abundant proteins, e.g., mitochondrial proteins (GO:0005739), proteins involved into the generation of precursor metabolites and energy (GO:0006091), cytoskeletal proteins (GO:0005856), and other structural and housekeeping proteins. However, the detected protein set is noticeably underrepresented by presumably low abundant proteins such as transcription factors (GO:0006350) and transmembrane receptors (GO:0004888). The top three KEGG pathways detected are oxidative phosphorylation, regulation of actin cytoskeleton, and tight junction with 62, 38, and 31 observed proteins, respectively. In addition to the most abundant housekeeping proteins, the present approach also allowed the detection of proteins involved into signaling pathways e.g., calcium, Wnt, and MAPK signaling pathways with 27, 21, and 20 proteins, respectively. Importantly, we also detected a number of proteins involved in etiologies of a number of neurodegenerative disorders, including Alzheimer's and Parkinson's diseases (genes Apoe, Ide, Mapt, Park7, Snca, Stx1a, Th, Ube2l3, Ube1x, Uchl1; Supplemental Fig. 10 ).
Discussion
The array of discovery-driven approaches previously applied to unravel brain function on the molecular level utilize a range of methods and technologies, from 2D PAGE and microarray to automated in situ hybridization and confocal microscopy (Gong et al. 2003; Baranzini 2004; Boguski and Jones 2004; Yang et al. 2005) . However, the complexity of the brain and limitations of these approaches dictate the need for higher throughput and higher coverage discovery-driven approaches. In response to this need, we designed a spatial proteome mapping methodology that utilizes tissue voxelation and highthroughput quantitative proteomic measurements and demonstrated its applicability by analyzing a mouse brain coronal section. We mapped the relative abundance pattern for a total of 1028 proteins, with each protein identified by two or more unique peptides. Robust relative quantitation was achieved by spiking a "comprehensive" internal standard of 18 O-labeled tryptic peptides prepared from an entire coronal slice from the control mouse brain to ensure virtually every detected peptide had a labeled partner. However, due to the limited dynamic range of detection, some proteins were identified solely on the basis of detected 16 O peptides. Nevertheless, 838 (82%) of the identified proteins were quantified by using isotopically paired peptides, and an additional 190 proteins were quantified by using 16 O peptide intensities. These 190 proteins are presumably relatively low-abundant proteins with localized expression of the corresponding genes (e.g., Impact and Th), as they are the likely candidates to fall below the detection limit in the pooled O paired mass and NET features, which are likely to be peptidic species, did not confidently match any peptides from the reference AMT tag database. While some of these peptidic species may be chemically modified as a result of sample preparation and 
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www.genome.org handling steps (e.g., methionine oxidation), other modified species may reveal biologically important post-translation modification states. In either case, identification of such chemical modifications would increase proteome coverage. We are currently pursuing development and application of approaches for identifying such modifications in LC-FTICR datasets, as well as application of data-directed analyses (Masselon et al. 2005 ) for identifying presently unidentifiable features that display interesting patterns. In addition to the 1028 proteins identified with two or more peptides, we observed an additional 696 proteins identified with only one peptide (not included in this report). Given the acceptable FDR of peptide identification (Table 1) , these proteins are likely to contain useful and biologically important information on brain protein distributions.
We estimate that completion of the Allen Brain Atlas project will require analyses of ∼60,000 mice (∼30,000 genes, sagital and coronal sections per gene). Even greater efforts are required for the GENSAT project given the need to create transgenic EGFPexpressing mice for every single gene. Despite advantages and benefits of the visualization approaches used in these projects, it is unrealistic to widely apply them in a discovery-driven fashion for studying models of neurodegenerative diseases and their progression. This realization highlights another attribute of the present approach; that is, since the protein abundance measurements are effectively multiplexed, ultimately only one mouse is required for protein abundance mapping, thus making it possible to perform comparative studies having statistically reasonable sizes of mouse populations.
Since the protein abundance patterns were generated from a single mouse brain slice, the biological conclusions may suffer due to the lack of statistical confidence. However, there are several lines of evidences supporting the quality of the data and reproducibility of the current approach. First, the consistency of the protein abundance values among adjacent voxels for the majority of the proteins (Figs. 3, 4 ; Supplemental Table 3) indicates good reproducibility of the quantitation approach. Second, the observed bilateral symmetry of the protein abundance patterns (Supplemental Figs. 8, 9 ) and high agreement of abundance patterns of individual peptides derived from the same protein (Supplemental Fig. 6 ). Finally, the agreement of the presented patterns with gene expression patterns obtained by other orthogonal methods (Foster et al. 1987; Jursky and Nelson 1996; Honer et al. 1997; Feng et al. 2001; Gong et al. 2003; Schwindinger et al. 2003; Fremeau et al. 2004; Rasband et al. 2005 ; http:// www.brainatlas.org; http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/ gensat/) (Fig. 3) further supports the confidence in the results.
The spatial resolution of the presented method is currently limited by sample preparation techniques rather than by LC-FTICR measurement sensitivity. The sample preparation procedure we used, based on 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol as a denaturing agent (Wang et al. 2005) , is a very simplified one compared to conventional protocols for bottom-up proteomic sample preparation. Such a simplification enabled us to handle a large number of samples with small amount of material without critical sample losses and to make it easily compatible with automated liquid handling robotics. Microwave-assisted methods for enzymatic and chemical digestion of proteins (Hua et al. 2006; Sun et al. 2006 ) lend some additional potential for further acceleration and simplification of sample preparation procedures, and will be considered in the future studies. However, sample handling with conventional liquid handling techniques results in some degree of sample losses, e.g., due to nonspecific binding of the analyte to tube and pipette tip plastic surfaces. Although it was not significant for the 1-mm 3 voxel size, the percentage of sample loss may be substantial as the sample size decreases and may even result in complete loss of a sample. As a result, improvements in spatial resolution require some conceptually fundamental changes in sample preparation techniques, which may be forthcoming within a few years in the form of nanotechnology and microfluidic devices known as "lab-on-a-chip" (Freire and Wheeler 2006) .
With the present methodology, the size of a voxel (i.e., 1 mm 3 ) should make it possible to map the protein abundance patterns to the major structures of a mouse brain, such as the cortex, cerebellum, hippocampus, thalamus, hypothalamus, striatum, and some others. Furthermore, the voxel-to-structure assignment should be even more accurate for physically larger brains. For example, one cubic millimeter resolution is routinely used in MRI studies of human brains. Despite the limited resolution, the presented spatial mapping methodology affords a primary approach for genome-scale screening of protein candidates for follow-up single-cell resolution studies. Importantly, the protein abundance patterns generated with this methodology may be informative even without single-cell resolution data, as these patterns can be developed into quantitative traits and correlated with genetic variation, neuropathological and neurobehavioral phenotypes (Gillette et al. 2005) . Additionally, the extensive identification and abundance pattern data generated from the presented approach can facilitate identification of higher resolution images of unidentified features from MALDI-TOF-based imaging by correlating the derived protein abundance patterns with high-resolution images of mass features. In such a tandem approach the identification of the observed mass features should be significantly easier as the candidate protein list could be narrowed down from the entire proteome to a list of a few protein candidates with the most cross-correlating patterns.
Given the successful proof-of-concept trial, our next step is to apply the presented methodology that combines voxelation with high-throughput quantitative LC-FTICR-based proteomic analysis to build 3D patterns of protein abundances for the study of normal and neurodegenerative disease mouse model brains. The ability of quantifying relative protein abundance from spatially localized regions should provide additional increase in dynamic range for discovering disease-related proteins compared to the whole brain sample analysis. In general, this methodology can be applied for comprehensive proteomic imaging of other organs and tissues and we expect it to be one of the major discovery-driven proteomic methodologies in the emerging field of functional neurogenomics.
Methods
Sample preparation C57BL/6J male mouse was euthanized at 8 wk of age. The coronal section bregma 0 was dissected into 1-mm 3 voxels as described previously (Liu and Smith 2003) . All further liquid handling steps with the exception of ultrasonic disintegration were performed in 96-well format on a Biomek FX robotic station (Beckman Coulter). Samples were resuspended in 50% 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol (Sigma-Aldrich) in 50 mM NH 4 HCO 3 (pH 7.8) with 5 mM tributylphosphine (Sigma-Aldrich) and homogenized in a 5510 Branson ultrasonic water bath (Branson Ultrasonics), followed by incubation for 2 h at 60°C to reduce disulfide bonds (Wang et al. 2005) . For tryptic digestion, samples were diluted fivefold with 50 mM NH 4 HCO 3 , supplied with 1 mM CaCl 2 and 3 µg of trypsin per sample, and incubated for 7 h at 37°C with gentle shaking. After lyophilization, samples were redissolved in 25 mM NH 4 HCO 3 , boiled for 5 min, and then quickly chilled in an ice bath to inactivate trypsin. Equal amounts of 0.875 µg from each sample were mixed with equal amounts of an 18 O-labeled internal standard prepared from the entire coronal brain slice of another mouse. Preparation of the internal standard involved the same protocol as described above to derive tryptic peptides from the entire coronal slice followed by 18 O-labeling described elsewhere (Qian et al. 2005b ).
Capillary LC-FTICR
The 1.75-µg aliquots were analyzed on a previously described 11 Tesla FTICR mass spectrometer (Gorshkov et al. 1998 ) that was interfaced with a 150 µm i.d. ‫ן‬ 65 cm long LC column packed with 3-µm Jupiter C 18 particles (Phenomenex). The mobile phase solvents consisted of (A) 0.2% acetic acid and 0.05% TFA in water and (B) 0.1% TFA in 90% acetonitrile. An exponential gradient was used for the separation, which started with 100% A and gradually increased to 60% B over 100 min. To maximize the utilization of the instrument time we used an automated dual column LC system, which enabled us to run 71 voxel samples in a one-week time interval in a nonstop fashion.
Peptide and protein identification
LC-FTICR datasets were analyzed by in-house software VIPER (http://ncrr.pnl.gov/software; Zimmer et al. 2006 ) that detected features in mass-elution time space and assigned them to peptides in AMT tag database. Typically an LC-FTICR run results in a dataset with 12,000-16,000 features, of which 2500-4500 form 16 O/
18
O isotopic pairs that coelute with a 4.0085-Da mass difference. The AMT tag reference database contained mass and NET values for pre-filtered set of ∼38,000 the most confidently identified tryptic peptides from the previously done LC-MS/MS analyses of the entire mouse brain . The estimated values of standard deviations from LC-FTICR analyses for mass ( mass ) and NET ( NET ) error distributions were 1.4 ppm and 0.75%, respectively. The probabilistic distance D between the observed LC-MS feature and a matching peptide from the AMT tag database was calculated based on mass (⌬Mass) and elution time (⌬NET) assignment errors and mass and NET standard deviations (Norbeck et al. 2005) .
After initial matching of features with relatively wide error tolerances (20 ppm mass and 10% NET) we performed initial filtering (step 1) based on mass and NET measurement errors. We employed two different stringency criteria for paired and unpaired features to remove false peptide identifications, maintaining relative FDRs. That is, we retained only those matches that had D < 1.645 for paired features and D < 1.44 for unpaired features, thereby retaining 90% and 85%, respectively, of true matches (assuming normality of mass and NET measurement error distributions). Probabilistic distances D = 1.645 and D = 1.44 define ellipses with a and b parameters corresponding to tolerances of ‫3.2ע‬ ppm mass, ‫%2.1ע‬ NET, and ‫0.2ע‬ ppm mass, ‫%1.1ע‬ NET, respectively. Further, we used only those peptide matches that had a SLiC (spatially localized confidence) score (Norbeck et al. 2005) >0.3 for paired features and only the top matches, i.e., peptides with the highest SLiC score matching the same feature, for unpaired features. (2)
The resulting list of peptides was analyzed, using ProteinProphet software (Nesvizhskii et al. 2003) , to derive the minimal set of proteins that had the maximal likelihood of observation. As an additional filtering criterion (step 2), we considered only those protein identifications that were identified by at least two peptides. To avoid ambiguity, only those peptides that matched a single protein from the list of confident identifications were selected for further quantitative analysis; peptides matching multiple proteins were discarded. Peptides with a nontryptic C terminus also were not considered for quantitation, as such peptides from voxel samples would be indistinguishable from peptides that originated from the spiked 18 O-labeled reference sample.
We used isotopic intensity ratios of
16
O species from the voxels to 18 O species from the spiked reference sample, as well as directly measured 16 O intensities as measures of peptide relative abundance. To remove any systematic trends which arise from the sample handling or other technical issues other than from differences between the protein abundances from the peptides intensity measures, we performed peptide intensity normalization between the LC-MS runs similar to between microarray normalization procedure (Park et al. 2003; Callister et al. 2006 O intensities P ij (j = 1, . . . , J) for a given LC-MS run (i = 1, . . . , I) were scaled by a global factor F i . For computation of the factor F i we used only peptides, which observed across all of the LC-MS runs. The F i factor was computed as a median of peptide abundance ratios to the median value of peptide abundances across all the runs: F i = median j (P ij /M j ), where M j is the median abundance value for a peptide j across all the runs M j = median i (P ij ). Then the normalized peptide abundance values P* ij were computed as P ij * = P ij /F i . An arbitrary abundance value of a protein was calculated as an average of the normalized peptide isotopic O abundances used to identify that particular protein.
For the purpose of quantitation, to avoid interference between protein isoforms, we used only peptides with unique protein assignments. Finally, a protein relative abundance pattern was generated by using log 2 of the ratio of protein arbitrary abundance value in each voxel to the averaged value across all voxels.
